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Proposals for a Single-lane Traffic Simulation Model

by G Gynnerstedt
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI)
S-581 01 Linkoping Sweden

and

S P Palaniswamy
Department of Civil Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
Kanpur India

ABSTRACT

This paper outlines the requirements of a road traffic simulation model for

single and narrow two-lane roads and a discussion of relevant traffic

behaviour on these roads in India. The report also focuses upon the

methodologies for field studies proposed for the model development and for

the validation of the model. The task of the development of a model for

the narrow roads as a part of the model system is in the frame of the

current Indo-Swedish road traffic research program established in 1980

adjoined to the Indian Road User Cost study. The proposal is based upon an

extension of the two-lane road traffic simulation model developed at VTI.

The study is founded by the Indian Ministry of Shipping Transport, Roads

Wing, and SIDA (Swedish International Development Agency). The modeling

is executed by IIT K assisted by VTI.
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Proposals for a Single-lane Traffic Simulation Model

by G Gynnerstedt
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI)
5-581 01 Linko'ping Sweden

and

S P Palaniswamy
Department of Civil Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
Kanpur India

.-

SUMMARY

The report presents the preliminary outlines for the necessary modifica-

tions and extensions of a simulation model of motor traffic on two-lane

rural roads for adaptation on narrow roads single-lane and intermediate

lane roads and for the heterogeneous traffic conditions prevailing in India.

The report also focuses upon the types of field studies proposed for the

model development and for the validation of the model.

The two-lane simulation model has been developed in Sweden at VTI and

the required modifications and extensions will be performed at IIT in

cooperation with VTI.
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1. BACKGROUND

This paper reflects the discussions held in December 1981 at the Indian

Institute of Technology in Kanpur concerning development of a traffic

model for traffic behaviour on narrow roads. The agreement of some

important issues are summarized in this report.

The discussions were held in the frame of the current Indo-Swedish road-

traffic research program established in 1980 adjoined to the Indian Road

User Cost study. The study is part of a road traffic simulation approach for

different types of roads in the Indian interurban and rural road network. It

is founded by SIDA (Swedish International Development Agency) and the

Indian Ministry of Shipping and Transport.
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2. THE R 6c D PROBLEM

In the development of the model reflecting traffic behaviour on single lane

road, several aspects have to be taken into account.

10 The single-lane traffic model must be consistent to the models

already developed for two-lane road traffic as well as for traffic

on intermediate-lane road. The output of the model thus is in the

same way adequate to the request of the decision model

mentioned above.

20 Those factors of the road influencing the output should be

inherited in the traffic model and available as input.

30 The structure of the model should be essentially the same as for

the two-lane road traffic model.

2.1 Essential factors in the road traffic model

 

A first approximation of traffic behaviour on single-lane roads goes back to

free-moving vehicles. This approximation, however, is judged not good

enough because

- The number of passings between vehicles is considerable already

at low flows and each passing influences upon time and fuel

consumption.

The overtaking opportunities are few and the overtakings are very

often performed combined with a passage. At the passage

procedure the passing vehicles generally have to slow down and an

overtaking is offered the follower.

This means that the free-moving traffic model underestimates the time

consumption and in consequence probably underestimates the fuel con-

sumption. The road factors that most essentially influence the speed along

the road and the possibility for catching-up vehicles of performing over-

takings after having caught-up are predominantly:
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l. The evenness of the paved single-lane.

2. The condition of the unpaved shoulders
- their evenness and carrying capacity.

3. The level between the paved road and the

shoulder the threshold.

1+. The sightlength along the road.

If the condition of the shoulder is good and the threshold neglible, the road

serves almost as good as a two lane road - nota bene at the low speeds that

now are ruling in the road net work in India. (At higher speeds the demand

for two-lane roads will increase heavily consequently the existing free

flow model of two-lane road traffic is applicable.) However, if the

threshold between the paved lane and the shoulders is high or deteriorated

or if the shoulders are in a bad condition, the hinderance discussed above

will reduce the serviceability.

Primarily the interest will be focused upon the traffic condition of the dry

season. However, a single-lane traffic model with the intentions lined up

here will also be useful in determining the reduction of trafficability of the

single-lane road during the rainy season when the shoulders are not at all

 

usable.

2.2 The traffic model

2.2.1 The consistency condition

 

The single-lane traffic model (SLM) should be consistent with the two lane

traffic model (TLM) already developed. This model is a simulation model

which means that it describes the traffic process itself along the defined

road stretch and the desired traffic characteristics are derived from the

process. For this discussion it is essential to point out that the simulation

model is composed by several submodels. One of those is the traffic

generation model (TGM) that forms the traffic streams fed into the traffic

behaviour model.
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The consistency between the SLM and the TLM means that the SLM also is

a simulation model and that the input model (TGM) and the type of output

will be the same.

It also states that the events that constitutes the traffic process in the

SLM will be the same as in TLM for free moving traffic and those traffic

interaction events in TLM excluded, modified or replaced to mirror the

traffic behaviour on single-lane road. This elaborate work will be facili~

tated as the TLM is programmed according to JSP rules. The meeting of

this condition will enable simulation runs of road stretches where sub

stretches of two-lane and single-lane roads are put together.

2.2.2 Traffic events and driver behaviour

 

The traffic process is defined by a number of events occurring to individual

vehicles chronologically. The movement of a free moving vehicle for

example is defined by the events constituted by the road where the vehicle

changes its behaviour, e.g. the speed level, or accelerates (decelerates).

This procedure should be the same in TLM and SLM.

Two types of events are essential in single lane traffic

crossing

catching up

Crossings are ordinarily not taken into account in the TLM. In single-lane

traffic it is of paramount importance, as this event is frequent and causes

delays and increased fuel consumption as already is pointed out. The

"crossing event" also increases very rapidly with the traffic volume.

After some preliminary observations of the driver's behaviour, one is

inclined to tentatively formulate a simple rule. The smaller or slower

moving vehicles have to yield space to the bigger or faster moving ones

independant of the shoulder condition and adapt the speed to the shoulder

condition. This means that a car has to leave the lane completely when

crossing a truck and slow down to stand still if the shoulder condition does
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not permit advancing. Two crossing vehicles of the same type share the

lane and adopt their speeds to the shoulder conditions.

The catching up procedure is equivalent to the two-lane case and the

 

procedure as follower is equivalent to the passing procedure in the TLMI).

This means that the decision "yield space" or "not yield space" is left to the

driver in the preceeding vehicle to decide. The conditions for this decision,

however, is different and ask for some field studies. The aim of this field

study is to quantify a probability or relative frequency for the driver in the

first vehicle to yield space connected to some relevant parameters. If the

shoulder conditions are good the catching-up driver will pass immediately.

2.2.3 Field study for single-lane behaviour

 

Two proposals for the design of the field study to give information

concerning the "yielding space" probability was discussed.

One approach was under preparation by Dr Palaniswamy at IIT in Kanpur.

The other one is an extension of the overtaking technique originally

adopted from VTI and later on refined by R Troutbeck, ARRB.

The IIT-method will be thoroughly documented by Dr Palaniswamy. In this

approach the traffic movements along a single lane road stretch of some

kilometres in length will be observed and registered by means of a number

of TV-cameras. The speeds of individual free-moving vehicles, crossing and

passing manoeuvres will be evaluated.

In the next approach it is proposed to choose some single-lane stretches of

different standard of shoulders and different high thresholds. A test vehicle

is driven along these roadstretches in given speed intervals demanding the

caught-up vehicles to yield space. In this study it is essential that the test

vehicle driver behaves conformibly during the whole study and that his

 

1) If not the type of vehicle, the distance to oncoming vehicle and the
type of oncoming vehicle are possibly of importance.
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behaviour is judged to be that of the mean-driver. It must be pointed out

that this type of study is always weak with regard to its reliability. The

process is registered similar to the registration of the overtaking study.

The processing of the collected records is as follows:

the road.

The road stretch is recorded. Its shoulder standard is quantified along

The sight distance is measured and registered along the road.

The vertical profile of the road is registered.

11 From the video-tape the following information is collected:

a) Traffic in the same direction as the test-vehicle.

Catching-up point coordinate.

Coordinate where the caught-up vehicle yields space.

Coordinate where the overtaking is finished.

Speed of the caught up vehicle.

Type of vehicle.

b) Traffic in the opposite direction.

Distance to nearest oncoming vehicle when the caught-up
vehicle yields space.

Max sight distance is received from the road presentation.

Speed of the oncoming vehicle if possible.

Type of the oncoming vehicle.

Observe that the oncoming vehicle is sometimes "in the shadow of the

vehicle in front of the caught-up vehicle. This problem must be overcome

in one way or another (how must be practiced in the foregoing pilot study).
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3 CONCLUSIONS

The large percentage of single-lane roads in the Indian interurban road

network motivates development of a traffic simulation model for this type

of road especially as

the trafficability varies in a wide scale dependent on its condition.

The decision model should be given background data for making the

following decisions:

At which traffic flow should the single lane road be substituted by

intermediate or two-lane roads?

How does the trafficability of the single-lane road vary with the

condition of the shoulders and the height of the threshold?

To answer this problem a R & D problem is formulated implying construc-

tion of a traffic simulation model. The simulation model (SLM) should be

consistent with the existing (TLM). Therefore it is advised to revise the

JSP-program of the TLM and present a JSP-program for SLM in March

l981. Field studies should be performed to get knowledge of the driver

behaviour at crossing and overtaking situations.

It should be emphasized that catching-ups are not too frequent situations

compared to crossings at low flows so that too much effort should not be

allotted to that problem.

It was stressed that traffic behaviour on intermediate-roads would come

out as a special case of the single-lane traffic model.
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